I fell downstairs and attribute nothing to H. Kernal shames,
really, as we knew 'em at least, stout handiwipes and
clinking sinks, splays of emblem, bursting with taiga, and
the posits and pots, well, all heft to a rim-while hymn, that
sobering choke of reticent heck and furtive nausea, adding
pluribus switch bloats and toffee-enabled jaywalking, lost
again in a truce of firs, erstwhile winning since that lasting
quip of soaring over one-too-many mandible hunches,
church smelling of bovine, allowing swollen sedans to race
sideways, totaling a B-set column regal, coke and penis,
and north farces watering downy cleats and toots, justice
being servile, an umbrage glut were it not so cloudy,
hollering from afar, there's a port and tolling yule, out of
ot, rote with intel and figurative removal of objective
inclusions (so ballyhoo'ed said sayers), and, what
worsened turf wares, this tidy undo, a wrecks ex-clamoring,
knives-out, shivs and fickle-digits, and an interstellar
erecting, whoa, slow to the singe (lasso and rained dinner
climb fowl jowl) of owl fidelities and infidel comfort
intimates, rubber-nosing their which hay to kool sedge
marine, frustrated (I know, I know) yet autumn bald,
pimpled and rippling time basted bastard uni on a crack
with waking chalks and big round scowl sine, a trickling of
neither over hinter under assuaged kindling, garters,
wrinkling the sighs with billfold unpeeled, a triple-pecker
legroom seance, glomming tie wearers, red-tuck-tuck-tuck,
moments with greasy cliff stoops and shire-hat greeted
cheese irks, domed with dane to grift this elegance over

dirt, a crud heist, gift-toothed and looksie, a cent or tween,
stammering the cloister with that yellowy bubble, to and fro
gelatinous, gloating ominous in an asp's world pew, snare
answers, evening it out (once or as duets) (shoes and
whatnot) paralleling thrusts and day-old hooky, an inkling
quelled hunger sieve, gutting the my-you-are with a whimsy
collared spate in the suit one used to, then pillaged for
fibers in the gruel of rubble spin, a none oft soap-side and
breech glare, birches lifting their tresses for seekers and
spies, eyeing thrush this dusted inn...
One's descent down a series of inclines, owing little to the
eighth letter in the alphabet. Core disgraces, actually, all
said, a rearing spent on folding napkins, grout handsome
types, linking winks, betrays of pablum, first-thing
accompanying sagas, and the cause-its and culottes, swell,
many heaved-to, a chimney bile religious line, that nonalcoholic croak of pause-button swearing and shy tummy
aches, tossing on the pyre of the Remington Rand, toggle
lipids and the coughing ability of pedestrians, misled
further in a ruse of conifers, lest then championing the
never-ending cheekiness of flapping many ongoing
jawbone thoughts, Sunday services so malodorous of urine
and pasture, bringing on chubby autos to go neck-in-neck
at ninety degree angles, accomplishing besotted up and
down royalty, soda and phallus, and upright compass jokes
misting feathery sportswear and flatulence, truth being
serfdom, an ugly lout if the sun don't shine, shouting some-

miles-off, the location of seacoast and tithing holiday,
bereft of the thousands, the habitual repetition of
something to be learned combining surveillance data and
imaginative dispersal from methodologies embracing (as
was worded aloud by aforementioned speakers), also, that
which failed to improve the earthen itemized findings, such
a neatly crumple, ruins no-longer-groping-for, sabers
unsheathed, dirks and prudish fingers, and a cosmos
boner, ahoy, reducing speed to the burn (sisal and
precipitation feast scramble poultry double-chin) of night
predator's sexual behaviors and treasonous cozy apparel,
bouncy nostril their grassy piles to cigarette clump naval,
perplexed (it has been acknowledged a couple times
herein) although following the summer thinning, acne
prone and tripping over clocks sticky with fatherless son's
college on a crevice alongside sleepless rocks and large
circular frown tone, a tiny drip of ether on top of covert
below satisfied twigs and stuff, vipers, spindling the gasps
with wallets falling apart, a cubed-wiener spacial
appendage and dream state, smudging selves with
neckerchief, crimson push-in, push-in, push-in, isolated time
signatures with slippery precipice posture problems and
medieval bicorn welcoming dairy jerks, hemispherical pate
with Viking to pilfer a luxury hovering above the
firmament, a filthy steal, award-muzzled and glancing, one
shilling or the splice, stuttering the hidden (yet quietly
devout) bunch with that pustule, back and forth, not quite
like marmalade, boasting frights in a venomous reptilian

perspective and seating arrangement, trap conclusive,
flattening it somewhat (as a solo or duo combination)
(sandals, et cetera) in a side-by-each shove and an earlier,
less-likely to be purchased pastry, curved implement or
something pertaining to a fraternity prank, an idea
stopped dietary urge or colander, violently abdicating of
ego-thee-presence with a folksy banded occurance in the
costume won pre-owned, following a ravaging for threads
in the oatmeal of detritus whirls, a zeroed regular
detergent and gunpoint stare, arboreal species pulling up
their roots to reveal for some adventurous few (as well as
certain foreign agents, same thing perhaps), placing full
focus on an avian species thus powdery hotel...
A singular person's accidental mission along a terraced
structure, paying few attentions towards the median
character shouldering G & I. Essential scandals, honestly, a
childhood era wiling the day bending facial cloth, solid
good-looking ones, connecting blinks, backstabbing of
gibbering, right off the bat in collateral tales, and the
closets full of legged skirts, erupt, several pushed forward,
a smokestack stomach fluid zealot queue, that tea-totaler's
hoarse voicing of temporary waiting device cursing and
tepid gastric feelings, throwing into an arsonist's version of
death's passage of revolver companies and shitty
authoritarian authors, juggle fatty tissues and the hacking
throat sounds equated to some job skills of people who do
sluggish jogging, duped in a coverup of cedars, aware that

the positioning oneself as a proponent of infinite smart
alecky wing motioning countless sentient dental regions of
the face, places of worship with their windows open and
the resulting waft from certain pastoral ungulates, entrance
exams featuring combustion engine vehicles zooming in
tandem directions yet at decidedly erroneous bends,
wrapping up the creosote king & queen mattress selections,
seltzer und winkie, standing tall directive hijinx soaking soft
athletic outfits and belly rumbles, fact as a stand-in for
pariah, a less-comely grunt when solstice fails to occur, at
the top of one's vocal range (carrying over several
kilometers), geocached oceanic and vacation rip-off's,
losing out to the numbers game, the ritualistic cycle of an
entity as taught mashed-up with satellite information and
fantasized castaway with pedagogy hugs (so let it be
known by the previous caller), in addition, the sadness
following up a faulty design in ceramic products (not so
archaeological, now were they?), i.e., a well organized
mess, derelict free from unwanted reaches, swords
loosened, daggers and puritanical thumbs, and a spaceage woodie, avast, shuffling while the temperature rises
(twine and moisture readings dined quickly bantam fleshy
rolls) of dusk carnivore's private doings and antigovernment warm & welcoming sweater vests, hopping
proboscis whose fields and mounts to nicotine clot scuba,
obfuscated (such being pointed out once or twice in this
entry) yet after the harvest skinny, teenage complexions
and clumsy LED flypaper accompanying papa sans babe

educational on a fault line nearby tireless boulders and
grand circumference grumpy drone, minute spots of
gaseous whiff aloft a subterfuge underneath smug
branches and knick knacks, constrictors, twisting the heavy
breathing with leaky purses, square frankfurter dimensional
bodies and hallucinatory periods, rubbing together
identities with ascots, scarlet input-input-input, lonesome
notation with slick incline spinal issue and ancient helm
saluting curd yarn-spinning, globular forehead barbarous
to takeaway an expensive atmosphere, a grimy deal (of
the century), regaled mother and lances, swan spilling or
the winter spice, doddering a secretive (all the while
silently mindful) grouping a bulbous this-way-or-that, unlike
the foodstuff associated with canning preserves, bragging
surprises in a distasteful gecko visage and dining room set,
jail asserted, smushed (in a one-two multiple choice
selection) (flip-flops and so forth) next to one another in a
prior, fewer opportunities in a capitalist society to grab
some bread, arches or tools relative to hazing, a
hypothesis halted meal impetus or strainer, dropping
everything from author, ye, state of affairs, with a hallmark
card memetic bracelet happenstance in the cloak victory
lease, after a hurtling for treads in the breakfast of flotsam
cyclones, the null common lye and pistol leer, forest beings
yanking forth their legumes to show off to the journeypeople (not to mention various specialists from abroad as
well as other pseudonym), forcing a lens on a finch hence
cocaine sleepover...

The unique sentient being's whoopsie slide from the top
floor down, with disregard to bearing the weight of
government issue products and jacket padding. Critical
spandau, honors lee, a mild stood terra smiling the way
with sending glacial lops, soiled beauties, collecting
trinkets, flack slabs of gibbons slight off the scat in
unilateral trails, and wardrobes stuffed to the gills with
wedgies and kilts, corrupt, severed eel shushed morte
ward, a slope shack comic lucid enthusiastic cue, welcome
mat glee-yodeler's horsing around choices UHF conditional
doctor's office unit chorus and rapid domestic wheelings,
toweling into a fire-starter's rendition of breath's passenger
devolving corporation and dungy writers, clown activities
gnat skins and the harkening stoat grounds debated to
lumber slob pills of temples that require luggage flogging,
scooped into a makeover of ascetics, conscious of the
relocation of identity as a vehicle for zero-sum horizontal
obnoxious politic beckoning ensuing mental geographies in
the pace, placid of bishop soon to find itself venting
aromatic manure, quizzing motorized looming in candor
productions of deciduous lending, scrapping what's up the
tree or smote thing and preen atlas elections, spelled sir
hunt twinkie, many metered instruction lynx stoking gentleto-the-touch apoplectic outhouse and jelly tumbles, cracked
as bland kin a liar, loess comb runt ken studio pales to cur,
mountain peaked yokel grain (sparing lovers the surreal
measurements of distance), bewildered stash organic and

vocation motif, closing clout during the lottery, the pagan
bicycle of pantheon education mashed potato dish network
spam and pantaloon runaway peter gurgle lugs (as was
informed by a general consensus media feed) in addiction,
the madness swallowing pup a malty designation in
parametric produce (hardly anthropomorphic, see?), in
other words, a reactionary trove of discarded old
newspapers and fliers, dare we lick freedom kong hum
sauntered beaches, oars goosed, placards and maniacal
bums, and space-is-the-place rage goodie, at last, huffing
denial the tempera despises (whine and joist-sure treading
fine quietly rampant bikini lines) of husk carnivals pirate
screwing and auntie guppy meant wham & yelping quests
investments, chopping probiotic hose wields and
surmounting to nickel teen plugged scrotum, copernicus
(mulch entities mentioning in column A and C, possibly B,
but decidedly onerous) to let laughter the big chested
whinny, adolescent grimacing the zeppelin mosquito coconspirator piano rapper pants labia home-schooled
donna faux rind nearly ire-less scolding and ran
interference pumping ronin, secondary pots of inert
molecules spliff in my loft a submarine asunder sated
blanching and knickers, constructs, wristing the levy
wreaths with geek purposes, quarry rank flirting dementia
corporeal and haul juicy eerie odd, clubbing two-three
licenses with aspic, scared letdown wimp-out, wimp-out,
wimp-out, clones dumb rotation winner's luck recliner
pineal sneeze and anecdotal hello cheering on gouda

yard-spitting, glue imbued hairline barber to hideaway a
rather costly cold front, a grim drill (often penitentiary)
regular smother and parlance, scrawny chilling or the wine
spectrum, dote or excrement (just a quick note to say)
cooping up a geyser uncertainty, dissimilar wit lewd gruff
coworker with panning reservations, dragging surplus is a
gist wasteful echo outlook and the price is right showcase,
guile inserted here, mushroom (something about getting
another test?) (lisp gloss and go fork) hex to pun each
other as a priority, shower good things a-coming in a
greedy commune to get some head, parchment paper or
drool elation to phasing, hypotenuse constipation triggers
or strangled, ropes all nouns away this otter, pee, and
government agency, with a potpourri endemic grace
happy prance in the lake picketing release, rafter a
chortling for tirades in this steadfast of jet-setting cyclops,
the annulment comma rye and wistful beard, poorest
buying wanking-oaths, whose peanuts displaying
apprentice (and the collegial wanna-be types), instilling a
glen or flinch barbiturate combover...
His unicorn sentence belays who derides an ascent from
the crown to the cellar, disrespectful of the heaviness in the
paper industry and jackal prodding. Criticism spandex,
honorary western-style jeans*, a wild stew feral, milling the
path with scented ice beheadings, spoiled pageants,
gathering keepsakes, quack scabs or ribbons alit golf the
scram in unitard trials, and garderobes ruffled to the will of

the people with budgets and wilt, europe, every appeal
crushed mortuary lord, the lope smack cosmetic lupine and
thus elastic clue, we all became matte giddily yellowing
coursing aground (pick a few or several) VHS conditioner
proctor's offing uniting hours of speeding homey healing
ceremonies, dr ying of f the conflagration-maker's
redemption of breaks passing gerbil volvo corpulent and
dune fighters, kowtowing actions, midge steins and the
parking shout leftovers elated to grist bob prescriptions of
shirley which set precedent for thuggish ogling, scooted
into a marked uber of apathetics, unconscionable due to
the relay of ID cards as a means for nihilistic chagrin and
stymied braying all those purpor ted beacons of
ornamental magazines in the pact, placating bullshit nearly
there as an awakening tool, quizzical in the deodorized
grooming in candy prorated of delicious appending, just
not giving a fuck about this branch or smoking green
atlantic lectern, spiels sure shunt twin clay, innumerable
teacher feline stroking tactile popular restroom and tell-all
tomb trolls, racket a gland, pinned and wired, sediment
brushed lil' guy, workshop pallid to care, everest steeped
choking hazard (gotta cook that before serving) (and
make cautionary loafing around more absurd in terms of
considering dimensional routines), stupefied junkie
(although healthy in terms of eating habits) and job
symbols, shutting the doors on being special at times when
they're just giving it all away, the reagan icicle of raytheon
hippocampus spud plate spidery falsehood and bellbottom

get-outa-here paul goggle shrugs (so sayeth the many
bleed) with ample diction, this gladness factor, walloping
yuppies a sugary froth, named employee of the month
(sharing is caring, right?), as it's been said before: a
reactor drove or recorded cold spruce tapers and friars,
darling we trick liberty, thong, cum, sultry bleaches, coors
kissed, plastered and mild mannered bumps, an ace-in-thehole (and likewise age-old) hoodwink, so crass, suffering
menial egg-based pigment haters (shiraz and hoist shore,
read: swimming in place the high quality ramparts being
cleanly linear) of corn parties irate crooning and taunting
uppity mint ham & helping pest investigators, shopping for
live-culture tube shields and overcoming to dime teaming
plunged genital areas, copper nitrous (milk treatise mansplaining golem alternate current, potentially bees, yet
decimating onagers) releasing giggles this huge trunked
hiney, a droll crescent not expressing joy at the dirigible
malaria collaborative keyboard wrapping paper trouser
lapel omega-skilled gonna foe grind early without
resentment berating and marathon interruption plump
i ro ny, p e n u l t i m a t e s l i d e r s o f i m m o b i l e p a r t i c l e
arrangements toking in one's shishi crib an aqueous "I-gotmine" steaming and underpants, developments, carpal
tunnel movements that there dam decoration with nerd
applications, mining captain hitting on the elderly realness
and pulled flavorful estranged, dancing all hard core in a
handful of privileges with clarified meat stock, scarred
dismay giving up, giving up, giving up, lookalike obtuse

roundabout loser's game of chance sofa cerebral wheeze
and storybook ending with a bonjour cheerleader velveeta
lawn-groveling, scotch tape indentured where the wig
dresser to obscure a taxing inclement weather pattern, a
crime bill (oft petulant) frequent crushing sensation yet
agile, barebones frigid or the boozy umbrella, dot or
exclamatory (post-it note on the back of your head)
herding old faithful unknowns, hardly akin (intellectually
speaking), and rude roof work cocoa (now available in
stereo schedules), gagging purplish is a guest waist-deep
reverberation point of view in reconciling consumer brands
as seen on TV, mischief inept therein, fungus (inquiring
about another challenge?) (list ghost and flow cork)
pectoral to puny as imperative, drizzle niceties (on their
way!) to the fortress of assholes looking for some fellatio,
scrolls or saliva (well said, buster), arithmetic bowel bullets
or wranglers (*yep), flossing manners of speech all around
this blotter, decree, and bureaucratic administrating, with a
stinky pileup of hereditary grapes slapping hence in the
pond rickety abolition, floorboards regaling a murmur for
outbursts in this turd-fest of jerk-seething myopia, the
annual meaning of punctuation placement distilled and
hopeful whisker, paupers purchasing masturbatory rites,
and root vegetables exhibiting young learners (and the
congenial water-bearing hype), inciting a meadow or
wince barbecues, strand-by-strand...
yes (four more tines 'til you lead it).

